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Peter Fetterman Gallery 
Photography Sale 
Benefitting Venice Arts

LOS ANGELES, CA – (SEPTEMBER 10, 2012) 

Special Photography Sale & Exhibition Opening 
Saturday, September 22, 2012, 4–7pm

Peter Fetterman Gallery must clear out inventory to make room 
for new work! For one day only, new and seasoned collectors 
will be able to buy one-of-a-kind, matted fine art photographic 
treasures that Peter has personally collected over many years. 
Score incredible deals on vintage prints, work by famous 
photographers, themed photo collections, as well as tintypes 
and a vast selection of beautiful photography books. Fetterman 
Gallery will donate 50% of the proceeds to local nonprofit 
organization Venice Arts to support its free Art Mentoring 
Program in photography, filmmaking, and media arts for low-
income youth. 

This special afternoon of photography, food, and limited-edition 
wine courtesy of Slusser Ranch and DeLoach Vineyards in 
support of Venice Arts will take place on Saturday, September 
22, 2012, from 4-7pm at the Peter Fetterman Gallery, Bergamot 
Station. The event is free and open to the public.

Peter, an avid collector and well-known gallerist, is graciously 
offering for sale literally hundreds of beautifully matted photos 
that he has been collecting for many years at significantly 
reduced prices, many between $35 and $500, with half the 
proceeds from the evening going to Venice Arts. A great deal 
for collectors new and experienced and an easy way to support 
the work that Venice Arts does in the community, fostering the 
next generation of photographers, filmmakers, and media artists 
and offering low-income youth opportunities they might not 
otherwise have.
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In addition, Peter is opening two shows that evening: One of a 
limited-edition of large-format platinum prints by contemporary 
photographer Elisabeth Sunday featuring her collection, 
‘Grace,’ which was shot in Africa between 1986 and 2012; and 
works by French photographer Raymond Cauchetier of the 
French New Wave Cinema. Ten percent of proceeds from the 
sales of these works will be donated to Venice Arts. Additionally, 
Elisabeth Sunday will be present to discuss her work and 
will also be signing copies of her exquisite, brand-new book 
‘Grace,’ published by the gallery and Nazraeli Press ($65).

About Venice Arts
Venice Arts runs education and mentoring programs in 
documentary photography, filmmaking, and multimedia primarily 
targeting Los Angeles area low-income youth. Venice Arts also 
implements regional, statewide, and international projects with 
both adults and children; runs the Institute for Photographic 
Empowerment, a collaboration with the USC Annenberg School 
for Communication and Journalism; presents exhibitions, 
public programs, and workshops for adults centered around 
documentary photography and film at the Venice Arts 
Gallery; and consults on media arts, visual storytelling, and 
arts education with organizations and groups locally and 
internationally. Venice Arts’ 2012 Gala, celebrating its 19th 
Anniversary, will take place on November 3, 2012. For tickets 
and sponsorship information, visit: www.venicearts.org.

About the Peter Fetterman Gallery
Born in London, Peter Fetterman has been deeply involved 
in the medium of photography for over 30 years. Initially a 
filmmaker and collector, he set up his first gallery over 20 years 
ago. He was one of the pioneer tenants of Bergamot Station, 
the Santa Monica Center of the Arts when it first opened in 
1994.

The gallery has one of the largest inventories of classic 20th 
Century photography in the country particularly in humanist 
photography. Diverse holdings include work by Henri Cartier-
Bresson, Sebastião Salgado, Steve McCurry, Ansel Adams, 
Paul Caponigro, Willy Ronis, André Kertesz, Manuel Alvarez 
Bravo, Lillian Bassman, and up-and-coming photographer 
Jeffrey Conley. 

Peter and his colleagues are committed to promote the 
awareness and appreciation of the most powerful of the 
mediums in an intimate, user-friendly salon environment. For 
more information and to view more images please visit: 
www.peterfetterman.com.
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